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Introduction 

The Interregional Seminar on the Manufacture ana Utilization of Portland 
Cement1 was held at Holte. Denmark, from 7 to 20 May !°72. It was organized 
jointly by the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) and the 
Danish International Development Agency (DANIDA). 

The Seminar provided a forum for the exchange of technical information on the 
cement and concrete industries. It explored the uses of cement as an industrial 
product and as the basic material for other industries. During a parallel activity, 
meetings were arranged between representatives of industrial and consulting firms 
and the participants in the Seminar. The Seminar was attended by 25 participants 
and observers from countries in Africa. Asia, Latin America and the Middle East as 
well as 30 representatives of industrial firms. In addition to lectures, country 
papers were presented by participants from Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Egypt. India, 
Indonesia. Iraq, Libya. Mauritius. Mexico. Peru, Saudi Arabia. Sudan, the Syrian 
Arab Republic. Tunisia, Uganda, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United 
Republic of Tanzania and Zaire. 

S. A. Koch-Petersen. DANIDA. was director of the Seminar. H. C. Alsted 
Nielsen. DANIDA, Í. Rydeng. Industrial Technology Division. UNIDO, and Q. 
Tran-Le, Industrial Policies and Programming Division, UNIDO, were Co-Directors of 
the Seminar. 

The participants visited a cement factory, an asbestos cement plant, a 
ready-mixed concrete plant, préfabrication industries and producers of aggregates 
and basic materials. 

'ìhe  Seminar was a   further   development  of the  Interregional  Seminar on  the Cement 
Industry held in Denmark, from 2 to I ft May 1964 (we ST/TAO/SIR.C/71). 





Part one 

REPORT OF THE SEMINAR 

SUMMARY OF THE DISCUSSION 

Development and planning 

The economic and social importance of well established cement and 
cement-based industries was recognized. However, the establishment the c 
.ndustr.es ,s a difficult phase in industrial development: governments should 2 
speca pr.or.ty and support to these capital-intensive industries * 

often £«£. M  ríÍtabÍHty 0f Cement P,antS COmpared with other ¡ndu.tries often appears to  be low. cement is one of the basic building materials in the 
.ndustnalizaüon  process. Therefore,  governments should encourage and sùppor 
approbate  growth   in  cement and  cement-based  industries.  FuLlor^• 

2¡ÜT2t0iT 8enerate eTÌOyment thrOUgh the diverse ««»of cement. However 
nee the return on capital investments is limited, a carefully prepared feasibility 

study  ,s a prerequis.te to the planning of new cement plants and expansion of 
existingfwlitie.   Only well-prepared and carefully evaluated esín ates o    the 
expected profitability will be favourably considered by prospec i     investo s   A 

ToroZ tihe" f0r a hea,,,iy retUrn °" the inVeSted Ca*,aI is *.t not Ö should it prov.de  the  necessary amortization of the fixed  assets but also appropriate 
dmdends to shareholders and the accumulation of reserves for future investrnTI 

Important factors in the optimal location of a cement plant are the market to be 
served and the raw-materials supply. The transport costs in relation to Th I K on 
must be calculated in the feasibility study. location 

ISoinnTent,P,ant ShOUld ** established wit" an annual minimum capacity of 
of a ^  Ih   A"" CaSeS' f"•?* consideratio"s might justify the establishment 

cement n J U îïrfï "ÏÏT* "** ^^ Parameters The «I• cost for a new 
cement plant is $50 to $75 per ton annual capacity. The installation of equipment to 
eliminate environmental pollution increases the annual capital cost requirements to 
W5 per ton annual capacity. 

of JnLrZ^TT ?f COmp,e]e C!ment P,ants COU,d be Precededby installation 
~mi„l¿        8 î,antS l0 JUSUfy the ,aiier inv"tments or by the use of imported 
SÄ?7T:. *" ^POrted Cement Sh0u,d * tóld and distributed in accordance with valid standard specifications. 
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After the decision has been mude to establish ;i cement industn in a new area, 
skilled personnel must be recruited Durin» the construction period, technicians and 
skilled workers must be selected The key personnel, such as burners and foremen, 
must be trained in advance so that they may be familiar with their duties when the 
lactory starts production. Moreover, all new factories usualK require a team of 
specialists to assist and control operations during the commissioning period The 
value of the equipment in cement plants often ,ustifics the permanent presence of a 
production specialist from the supplier to ensure correct and efficient plant 
operation. 

To satisfx the graduali) increasing demand for cement, it is advisable to expand 
an existing plant b\ installing a new unit of at least the same capacitv as the first 
unit. During the period prior to the operation of the new facilities, the increased 
demand could be satisfied bv importing sufficient clinker to use the maximum 
capacity of the existing plant. 

I he choice of the manufacturing process depends on the raw materials. The dr\ 
process will generally be preferred, unless special conditions justify the use of the wet 
or a semkirx process Important considerations are the actual content of impurities 
and moisture. The wet process may be favoured when there is a high content oi 
alkalis, chlorides and sulphates: the semi-dry method ma\ be used under special 
conditions after beneficiation o\ the raw materials bv wet methods. 

Concrete and aggregates 

Aggregates are needed for the production of concrete. Natural aggregates are 
obtained directly from geological deposits or by the crushing oi rock. In both cases, a 
careful grading of the aggregates is required to ensure concrete of good quali'y 
( ube-shaped particles in crushed aggregates are made h\ using cone-crushers 
However, proper operation of the crushers is vital. When evaluating new aggregate 
supplies, the chemical stability of the raw materials should be determined; alkali 
reactive aggregates require special attention. 

Certain types of aggregates will cause alkali aggregate expansions in concrete 
when exposed to wet conditions. Although the very basic mechanisms are not well 
understood, the main types of active aggregates are amorphous SiO,. flint and basic- 
volcanic rock ( high content of glass). 

Aggregate reactions can be avoided by using stone materials that do not contain 
active alkalis or cement with a low alkali content. The negative effects of these 
reactions could be minimized by making good dense concrete or by intergrindinaof 
po/volana and  Portland  clinker.  The presence of dangerous aggregate might be 

XSÍ AU^A! the, We,|-defined AS• methods |either the fast chemical method 
(AMMC2M9  64) or the expansion test (ASTM (227  67)|. 

iakium chloride causes corrosion in the steel used for reinforcement Therefore 
the following limits are suggested in the use of reinforced concrete: I S per cent 
I all2 calculated on cement basis with plain reinforcement and 0.5 per cent with 
prestressed reinforcement. For unrcinforced concrete, the limit is "> 5 percent 

Sulphate-containing aggregates are common in certain countries. In Iraq for 
example, a maximum limit of 0.25 per cent of SO, in aggregate is used A final 
statement could not be made on this question as very little literature on this subject 
.s available. Furthermore various countries have different limits for S03 that are 
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AÏa4Ï 
,hC COm,,OS,t,0n l,t  ,he  SU,PhatCS '"  "* *-^MC-a«,4. 

Special cements are necessary in certain cases, but thev should be avoided as tar 
as possible. Dan.sh experience has shown that harbour structures previo• tnlúl 
w. h cement mixture, containing di.tom.ceou. earth may be constructed from 
ordinary grey Portland cement provided the right concrete quality ,s made 

A general discussion was held on recommended methods for mix design The 
we -known British Road Note No. 4 gives very good guidelines and i. vSdfor 

"PProach. Large stones are generally not used in concrete in Lurope However 

Ï!L•,Îe rnesPrüVÍded ** "* "*"** '" *m "d ,he* h n» ^ — 
Curing at elevated temperatures is a well-established procedure but the ultimate 

> rcng I,  may  be reduced as much as 20 per cent. Furthermore, proper at      tin 
should be pa.d to (he time-temperature relation during the curing process 

abou    |C(XCW Tdî by the ROmanS in 30° AD IUS d «•P««ive strength of 
«renl.1    hnf ,    V .""T" *" *°•WÌm <*,ter '» «*»«• to compressive 

Mungili   but a major breakthrough can be foreseen with the marketing of advanced 

l^g'w e ,S CX,,eCled that th° comPreMÌW «•#* •* »* '"teased lo 

Tall buildings have been erected in the United States of America using concrete 
made with so-called »heavy" expanded shale. Dan.sh manufacturers h v"Z 
developed heavv expanded clay aggregates for this purpose. Other medium-den si tv 
artificial aggregates are expanded steel slags and sintered fly ash 

r-urther research is necessary on making good concrete with industrial waste 
water. Sea-water may be employed for concrete mixing but it mav be a wise 
precaution to substitute ordinary Portland cement with sea-water or sulphate- 
resisiant cement m order to avoid sulphate expansions in the finished concrete 

The use ol cement could be promoted by the establishment of small-scale 
concrete Industrie, producing concrete pipes, blocks and pavement slabs. Manx types 
of machines arc available for the industrialization of these industries 

The establishment of an advisory service for cement users should be considered 
Customer,  should be  advised independently of the cement manufacturers" sales 

Ready-mixed concrete 

The simplest concrete product is ready-mixed concrete. It is delivered either 
from a central mixing plant or by in-transit-mixing lorries. Readv-mixed concrete can 
be delivered at distances up to 175 miles from central mixing plants under moderate 
temperature conditions. It can be transported in hot weather provided that the 
in-transit method is used, so that the mixing water is added at the correct time 
furthermore, retarders can be added. 

A one-plant operation might be set up, but at the risk of severe damage being 
imposed upon major construction jobs, such as bridges, in the case of breakdown at 
the mixing plant. The contractor always bears the legal responsibility in case of 
failure in a structure. 

innîïl "Îî'ïlï?1 íaü.t,8ÍZe that is econ°•ca"y Pasible has an annual output of 
luuuu to 15,000 m The minimum order for ready-mixed concrete in Denmark is 
0.25 m    However, the profitability is nU in both cases. 
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Asbestos cement 

Asbestos-cement plants work in close» connexion with ce.nen« manufacturers 
When establishing a new asbestos-cement plant in countries with no previous 
experience in asbestos-cement production, due consideration should be paid to the 
selection of profiles for corrugated sheets A sbostos-ce me ni plants mav be started 
with simple one-cylinder Hatschek machines 

(hrysotile and amphibole asbestos have different characteristics However 
chrysotile fibres are widelv available, while the supply of amphibole fibres ,s limited 
Amphibole fibres are généraux used to accelerate the speed of Piltr itk.n of 
asbescos-cement slurrv Local conditions always determine the quantity of these 
fibre, to be added to the mixture. Although cellulose fibres are not covered bv 
.ntemat.onal standards, thev are widely used ,n  the I nited Kingdom as well as ,n 

Asbestosis might be counteracted by keeping tk asbestos fibres awav from the 
working area m the faetones, efficient dust removal is required as a health measure 

Pipes 

Water and sewage pipes are vital for densely populated urban areas Pressure 
Pipes can be made of asbestos cement and of reinforced concrete. Drainage lascan 
b made of concrete and asbestos cernen.. Concrete pipes provide the cheape. pi 
A though several tv pes of jomts are available, preference should be give* Ô en- 
contró led flexible ,o,nts. Pipes can be manufactured bv «uite sLie .nanuai 
operations or bv completely ,utomat,c machines. Concrete pipe can he u,ed n are» 
where plastic pipes cannot be used because of attack bv te,., ites 

Industrialized building systems 

Developing countries might experience difficulties in finding industries w.th the 
ne essarv capital for the development of industrialized building sv stems T¿ «mlm 
industry should consider investments in this development »nee v ry oftJn hä 
access to capital. However, this has not been the case ,n Scandinavia ^tlouRh »he 
«ment industry ,n Sweden has recently purchased firms ,n the buHdïnglnA t 
Denmark. consultmg engineers as w|| ^ ^ building ¿^   ha " 

Co-operation   between   architects,  builders   and   consulting engineers  has in 

Promotion of industrial projects 

in Abidjan. Ivory CoasTanddataitZ Á    Norwe«,J,n-<tes«<*d houurHj scheme _,*„. ivory i oast, and about the use of laterite as a building material. 
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Country monographs 

hach ol   the participants described the develonm^nt  a«,i   .    . 
cemen^d i,.du,,ries in „iSc„unlry. Al,h, g.fÄ "nn on, taïïT "'• "" 
unique,   several   common   factors  emerged   from   t ^ di-» ,„        ,    ' ''" 

CONCLUSIONS 

.h. J^KÎT''"* 
0f "* c,pi"1 '"««mente and Ine low dividend, are handicaps lo 

«woiiwment  ol   cement-consuming  industries should   be  encouraned thm..oh 

sr^rr ta
h

nd
t
r,namia' ^ A

 ^ «^^1 • 
toMta ÎSriïJÏ     VWK¿ a SpeCÍf,C production of *«dy-•xed concrete. bujWIm blocks and elements, ..bestos-cement sheets, concrete pipes and pavement 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

h   . US Jfm"!a[ aPPrCd rccommeildatio"s «"or action by the developing countries 
follows industrialized countries. The recommendations are summarized as 

A.   Developing countries 

( I )  The cement industry should 

(ai Institute and maintain adequate production control with 
appropriate consideration of quarrying, mixing, processing and 
proper handling of the end-product; 

(h) Implement preventive maintenance procedures and determine the 
availability of suitable quantities of spare parts: 

h! Form regional groups of technical personnel to discuss experiences 
and common problems: 

id) Send engineers to UNIDO headquarters to discuss industrialization 
projects and specific technical difficulties; 

fcl Select potential candidates for government nomination as 
participants in the UNIDO fellowship programme. 

(2)  The governments should 

(a) evaluate the development requirements of the Portland cement 
and cement-based industries; 

(b) Define the national needs for technical assistance in consultation 

UNIK)     CemCnl   ÍndUStry   and  SUbm,t   ,hCSe   "^¡rements to 

\i.    UNIDO should 

' ')  mXrsUin l^mel led,niC.al dt*umenl*• to engineers and decision makers in developing countries; 

CI   Follow up the present Seminar by organizing several regional in-plant 
raming   seminars   for   engineers   from   cement   and   cernent bïd 

industries in developing countries; 

(3) Provide comprehensive assistance for the realization of both short-and 

£» D0lnexldeVelHOPment Pr08rammeS by makin* ""** « request UINIUU experts and associate experts; 

(4) «Üiín8 Tengthening °f UN,D° ,echnical activities by recruiting 
expenenced engineers to work as direct links between UN I DO 
headquarters and  the developing countries and by   ¡nstTtutinTand 

SrVr Cemem and COncrcte industrie" a y ëm of 
interregional advisers to assist the developing countries in soKini thet 
problems on «he spot and in elaborating their 7mleT.Z^l 
requirements m construction and building materials industries 
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C. The industrialized countries should 

'" is„^ipzzr,i,ies für M« "a— « 
coun.rU 8     a"""u","s "»«*' <* Whow to developing 

(.'>  Endeavour to expand and revise the underlying philosophy for thrir 





Part two 

SUMMARIES OF LECTURES PRESENTED 

The development in cement and concrete industries 

J. k. Rasmuscn 

The   cement  industry   is  often   mentioned  as  a  key   industry    he•,«.    , 

wmmmêmî 
m ,o„al „r regnal need. Tim geographic limi.ation isdj o he tow £ITI J 

ÄSÄfc finished pruducu üvcr ,oní *•-«»-::: 

A   potential geographical expansion is affected by factors such a, «enera! 

»h.*""'!'!!!0"' the imprOVed methods of buUi ,ran«f>ort can be significant in areas 
where su.table raw material, are not easily mxtmO^ímportX^^T^ 

crXtion"*"' Pr0dUCtÍOn at CHnkCr «*** «—£- neaf r:ntrTsthof 

11 
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A parallel step to increase the production .s to mercase the consumption of 
cement. The cement mdustrv must be positively m.erested in any progresTthTth 
cement-consuming industries may enjoy; therefore, m.crests are P ra.lel   n c   «   , 
cases,  economy  and  technical  relations are  established  a,  we I as m.„"S 
cooperation in the lorm of vertical integration management 

costl^ní nerP,ner U,WardS lo,,S-dista'^ '"".por. by large bulk carriers and the 
ostly m lallation of equipment to eliminate environmental pollution could effect 

translocate   of   par«   of  the   world   products   of cement.   A,   an 
concentration of the structure of cement production is likely to occur 

Planning of new cemenl plants and expansé« 

//. Carlsi-n 

»ns 

Production of Portland cement is only economically feasible when the cement ,* 
manu actured in plants above a certain  minimum Je, which  mvölv s an m i 
capital  investment  of several million  dollars.  I, is, ,1 erefo e   essend tha 

t^Zm*        S"C "f ,'h,S Planl- TI,C SUrw* S||•IJ • "* Je.à led 2*    and 

»JlLrTY* a neW CemCnt Plant PwJecl def*l,ds "> a verv large extent on the 

non„a„v amieipated. ,he deposns '££ *f^'„¡/^ÄZ^TJ" 

« no. available are diacu^d " "'C deSlred l"*h carbon««e «""«»e 

f.vou?abrLa:iw^1;
síited "r ",e Tkei and ,he '« •"*.*•.-. 

'» «oenain d. , «1* ^   Wes ^702 "f'" T* Shüuld h m'de 
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^Sì*ATìA5 ¡ss îL-ALt: 
mos   cases the mos. economici button, but the ¿et process is ÏÏZ,  " 

The plant equipment should be selected to suit the raw materials the nror.« 

A major extension requires the same preparatory planning as for a new ni•, 

ÄZi thaendt0he\0f tqUÌrnt T? * ^Äc^SI Ä 
fnt«"Lee witî Íh  ont"?    ''ïï."0* ShOU,d * P,anned t0 *ve a minimum of merierence with the operation of the existing units. The cost of the second unit i< 

SS^HS^JT 
than thc rof the first unit <ba•* £ eX dof P c: 

n^x  clTnker a^d «nít TV ^ '"V'0'** CapaCÍty f°r raW ^terials'raw mix, clinker and cement often do not need to be increased as the ooeration of a 
two-unit plant requires relatively less buffer storage capacity * 

projeciTant^^^^ P1"1 V" and l°Cati°n' the total «« of the 
CM s of c"n«ruc ion •H       ?uotaí'on8,for the main ^P"*"* «* cttauite. of 
profilefor^meT• L »   r*0"' ^ 'í*'1•8 p,an ahou,d •,ude a «•»» ^ 
exente, oíHÎ2LÎT T" *?' the Start of the ProJect- The Principles and examplei of feasibility reports are discussed and typical figures for cost and 

sxr^ÄS!aum"" °f ,he « °f o-'°" - ¿££ 
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Portland cement, manufacture, properties and use 

T. knkegaard 

Data are presented about the consumption of Portland cement and other types 
ot cement. The mechanism of shrinkage and creep of cement is discussed with 
suggestions as how to avoid them and to formulate expanding, prestressed cement 

The correlation between the raw materials and the type of process used for the 
manufacture of cement and the properties of the finished Portland cement are 
explained. A short review is then given of the manufacture of cement from a 
chemical point of view that stresses the importance of homogenization burning 
process, cement grinding and cement storage. The modem equipment for operatine 
cement plants by means of analogue or computer control is mentioned 
»ii iuTT °f SOme of the more imP°'tant world cement standards is given T'ie 
RILEM Cembureau testing methods have been adopted by the International 
Organization  for Standardization (ISO).  The suitability of the various cerno, 

wíaS   ? *A 
meaSUre °f their quality fa the f,nal Product- *»««*. is discussed 

Since Portland cement is to a large extent a product with part of its performance 
quite closely related to the raw materials provided, the limits in the CTZ52 
pec.ficat.ons should not be too narrow as to unduly restrict some manufacturers o 

the use of some large, locally important, raw-material deposits. 

Products and industries based on Portland cement 
G. /dorn 

Considering the enormous global demand for housing and civil emú nee ri nu 
development, .t is now important for cement and concrete research^ beTec   d 

re•* prZr ' *" **"" P~ - >">d»« *^~« « SÏÏ 
A high proportion of the basic research is public and academic It is onlv 

remo ely related to application in cement and concrete manufacture There i mu h 
es research on cement manufacture than on other modem, massZZton 

industries. Since the concrete industry is in an incipient phase of indTriaS nl 

Mechanization of excavation and transport of raw materials; 
Increase of kiln sizes from 500 tons to 4,000 tons/day; 
Rationalization of kiln operation; 
Introduction of bulk transport. 
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cement paste and concrete has been attained, there has resulted insignificant 
innovation of concrete manufacturing methods or markedly improved characteristics 
of concrete products such as workability, strength and durability. 

The precast concrete industry, for instance, is still largely based upon 
conventional concrete technology. The savings and capacity increase have been 
attained by mechanization and rationalization. Even acceleration of the hardening 
lor instance by steam curing has been introduced quite empirically. The research has 
been used sporadically in this development of adjustments of materials and 
manufacturing specifications. Thus, the development of the precast industry is a 
result of developments in the machine industry and the ingenuity of design and 
construction engineers. 

Current research on concrete employs new techniques and methods. Important 
future research projects will include the following areas: aggregates and water supply 
mixing and placing of concrete, and the structural formation and hardeninc of 
concrete. e 

Aitf.RI GATI S AND WATIR SUPPL Y 

Selected high-quality aggregates will be demanded for special concrete of high 
density and strength. Resources of conventional aggregates are being depleted in 
some regions and must be replaced by crushed rock types of varying qualities 
artificial aggregates and poor-quality gravel. Industrial waste water and sea-water will 
have to be made acceptable as mixing water in regions where fresh water supplies for 
domestic purposes tend to be threatened. 

MIXING AND PLACING OP CONCRI TI 

The automation and "flow" of manufacturing processes will concentrate on the 
following processes: mixing, transport, placing, compaction, demoulding and 
registration and control. B 

STRUCR'RI FORMATION AND HARDI NING Ol CONCRI TI 

Savings in labour costs and innovation of concrete properties as a structural 
material point towards the use of accelerated hydration by steam, electricity and hot 
water curing, chemical accelerators and microstructure reinforcement (monomer/ 
polymer). ' 

Concrete technology 

P. Nepper Christensen 

Portland cement concrete is a two-phase material. It consists of the aggregate 
which is usually a non-active system of discrete particles, and the binding agent 
which is the cement paste that filis the voids between the aggregate particles and ties 
them together to form a hard durable material. The aggregate is approximately 7S 
per cent of the total volume of the concrete and the binder paste only 25 per cent, 
therefore, both the type and quality of the aggregate and the properties of the 
cement paste have significant effects on the quality and the properties of the 
concrete. Y 
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The type and characteristics of the aggregate material affect the following 
factors: e 

Water requirement of the fresh concrete; 

Strength and weight level of the concrete; 

Physical and chemical durability of the concrete. 

The characteristics of the aggregate particles which are of major importance in 
this connexion are: 

Particle-size distribution; 

Weight and porosity of the particles; 

Mineralogical composition. 

The cement paste binder is formed by the chemical reaction of Portland cement 
and water During this process, a solid material with increasing strength and uensitv is 
formed The cement paste starts to set one to three hours after mixing The settinc 
period lasts usually four to six hours; this stage is followed bv the hardening sla- 
tti at lasts from weeks to years. ' 

•e «tío between the weight of the water and the weight of the cement in the 
¡nix the so-called water<ement ratio, is the factor most responsible for the strength 
evel of the paste after fmal hardening and for the permeability or watertightness of 
the paste. The type and quality of the cement mainly influence the velocity of 
s rength increase and the chemical resistance of the hardened paste. A number of 
chemical admixtures can be added to the paste in order to influence the setting and 
hardenmg, the workability of the fresh mix and the resistance to chemical attack 

( ement. water, fine and coarse aggregates and possibly one or two admixtures 
are  weighed and  added  to  the  mixer in the predetermined proportion    T 
consistency of the fresh mix should be carefully controlled and adapted to the 
compaction equipment available. The fresh mix is transported to the mould either on 
he building site or at the factory. Pumping may be used. After placing in the mould 

equi• 

After placing and compaction, the concrete must be protected against drvinu 
and rapid temperature changes. An artificial increase of the curing tempe aur¡? 

acce"! ¡Ä." TTr USed eSpeCiaHy at •""»' -crete'factries to 
e-usl c  thormTIIt     ,   Tg PrOCeSSeS- ThiS leads to «ufck" rem•' *»á a use of the form. The future trends m concrete design and quality are discussed. 

Natural and artificial aggregate materials 
for concrete production 

P. Omstensen 

the v'ofut^r^ir8:815 of i Tture of cement- «*«•»* »<» *»«" * which 
Zl^alT A "•"gite ,S the ,argest- ln Denmark, the following types of 
aggregates are used: aggregates from land deposits, sea-dredged aggregate, cmshed 
bedrock (grämte) and artificial aggregates, e.g. expanded d/JJSSi^t? 
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Until a few years ago, the aggregate was considered an inactive, cheap tiller in 
concrete. It is now well known that proper choice of aggregate can give certain 
advantages. In fresh concrete, the shape of the grains and the grading of the aggregate 
have a certain influence on the water requirement and the workability of the 
concrete. 

In hardened concrete, the strength is mainly a function of the water-cement 
ratio since natural aggregates in general are considerably stronger than the mortars 
When artificial aggregates are used, this is not always the case. The drying shrinkage is 
influenced by the grading of aggregates since only the binder phase shrinks The 
durability of the concrete is ascertained by the choice of aggregates that do not react 
chemically with the minerals in the cement. 

The Danish standards for aggregates are currently being revised The present 
standards give certain limits to the content of dirt. silt. clay, calcite and organic 
.mpunt.es. Specifications for the grading are not given, although certain suggestions 
are recommended. 

Sea-dredged aggregates are taker» from the coast or the sea bottom using 
specially equipped ships. In the harbour they are treated and graded before they ar* 
marketed. • 

Sand and gravel deposits are usually covered by overburden that is removed by 
excavators. The overburden is carried to a previously worked part of the quarry by 
lorr.es. dumpers or conveyor systems. The gravels are dug by various types of 
excavators. The internal transport from the face to the plant is by dumpers lorries 
trains or conveyor systems, often after pre^rushing or removal of large boulders 

n the aggregate plant, the materials are screened by passing through revolving 
grizzlies or vibration screens. Stones smaller than 60 mm arc often washed either by 
sprinkling at the screen or in separate scrubbers. The waste water is purified in 
sedimentation tanks or in hydrocyclones; the sand is used as aggregate after 
dewatenng. Materials larger than 60 mm are often crushed and returned to the main 
now since the demand for smaller stones is larger than for large, uncrushed stones In 
certain quarries, the big stones are sorted mechanically or by hand. The granite and 
lint are treated in crushing and screening plants and sold as aggregate while the 
limestone is used for other purposes. 

The quality control is by sieve analysis, sedimentation analysis, determination of 
organic impurities and determination of mineralogical composition. The sand and 
gravel are graded and then sold by volume or weight. 

Ready-mixed concrete 

S. Lund 

The organization of Danish ready-mixed concrete plants and production, their 
delivery service and customers are outlined. The methods of central mixing and 
transport mixing are discussed with particular attention to the relative advantages 
and disadvantages of each method. Two types of factories are examined in detail 
with reprd to the basic equipment, maintenance, initial costs and dependability The 
advantages and disadvantages of several types of delivery vehicles are compared with 
lespect to their performance and maintenance. 
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The ideal conditions for the production of good-quality concrete are explored 
The control of raw material, and the control of «he f*sh and hardened an Jret^e 
conudered ai a part of the technical procer "Hicreie «e 

The mo« important delivery proNeim are discussed. Suggestions arc given for 
procedures to avoid some of these problems. B 

Concrete industries Building Mocks. buekNitg 
systems, pipes and miscellaneous products 

•'. l-'uffsang 

The concrete prefabricated-unit industry was originally  a small-scale industri 
parted ,n the backyard as a small establishment   However. uZ    I* ¡Jut m 

Denmark   is  being   transformed   from   small-scale   onerali,.«; . »       T      } 

Production. The prefabricated terete pr^tdZ^ sLfTt" 
demands for housing and industrial plants  The mos« important>niUVrt^k"„ 

e^mTns   ÏLTV"^ "T hui,dil» bk*ks   f«•*«• £•   Ä 
«bE   îhp        y        Pe" ;nd P°kt f0r suPP^^8 leltlf-pli or Metrical now Î 

total volume of pre-cas« concrete production in Denmark* more rh» Z S(TnÍll. 

Símala       *   DanÍSh  COncrcte  Prudutts  •*•«'  •'-  * veaS   tumZ      I S3 million. The consumption of Portland cement ü o nO «day or 14 000«ZI  I * 

graJ^n^rÄ Ìn ^nmark UrC '***"*** ^-tland «men. and 

aaarooatP .»,.., ,„>.        .       i ,l,t tltnicnis. Mags and curbing», therefore   «ho 

colour, An expo»«, aggrega« ltahí•„£ v" nliAÏVjï, "^ 
not used in «he Danish indn«trv u,i»h ,k demand. Additives are 
winter months "*    ^ lhc excep,,on 1- *•"*'•«<*, during «I», CoW 

transfert ¡E^'^T«^ \ ^ "** *"d "*» «««««-v 
removed, and £ aTTict «XÄ?f t "T* "" "^ ¿ 

curing while other factories «Vil. . a "* fllclor*8 «* »»*»ro 
hardening periodLTOw iïï «lalK«"^ f TJ^Í* lü *ürten th* «••« 
after about\ H^mn ^       ,,in,ter "" *****to » "**** stock area 

After a hardening period of varying duration depending on the Mw   ,K, 
products are ready for distribution. The coït of trariwort¡H u   m ', ?* 
final price, .n Denmark, the transport is wimt 1 areToTa m km X^'     "" 
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AsbestoK cément 

K. /lucie 

»h« HaiHhek mohíno is common lor the »roduction of tin -.mi 
»heeling material, ri« «toit» ce,m.„. ,,K>0| ls [[„, " J* " °' na, ^ ^"'««1^ 

extreme vcr«tility with reprd to Jroduc« choice   The f£l S! " li °"•,,s 

TÍ.   • ,"OCMOS «*i"*nt producís m many countries 

t iNiwuuentlv  tr» ui*n*th  »r .^     j      J**-"**   ,he  "•** *« not oriente« 

¡nrio^kT .£T^      n        Ï"" ''" "'"" 'N*1 <* P~*KU. Whtr nuce« 

dÜnST "•"«»*» »f *••" • ««,h.r fei« Uf lmp.«¿K« m <l,y 

•rtM.t^-ÜT" f*** "V*•"* » «* "«•"•»>• .«ch« by depo»«», an 

¡»íLíVC, äIST^ISä "*"*• Th« -"• —" «*» •» 
«ZLTr TT• to ** <*»*» <* BMI compitino,,  Tht Dines irr 

S??iÄSt51ä,aiw
BiitrÄ '*CT'0, ceraen' 

•wi«««« !*(«» i«»«m •  M* é*m of wphtatfc.lion «nd «pertence 
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Furthermore, plant costs are about $1 million, of which 35 percent is for mechanical 
and electrical equipment. The maintenance of this equipment may often be beyond 
the capabilities of locally available crews. 

Building systems 

P. Stube 

The purpose of "system building" is to optimize the use of scarce resources, 
while maximizing the annual output of economically viable buildings. Specific 
building systems are normally geared to a particular basic material. The greater part 
of system building production in Europe is baaed on concrete because of its 
availability and low cost. 

System building achieves its objectives through a radical reduction in skilled 
labour consumption relative to traditional methods and by a substantial acceleration 
of the entire production process. However, specific building systems developed to 
meet requirements of a particular country cannot be applied at random around the 
world. The Scandinavian building systems have been adopted in many countries, but 
they must be adapted in countries where the cost of labour is substantially lower 
than in Scandinavia or where nearly all basic equipment must be imported. 

None the less these building systems embody and illustrate the following 
universal concepts in system building: 

Economies of repetition ; 

Flexible application of standard components; 

Flow line processes yield accurate dimensions; 

Detailed planning and programming of production, erection and finishing. 

The degree of automation must be adjusted to suit the local economy. The degree of 
rationalization should always be maximized. 

Industrialization describes the adoption of increasing automation as well as the 
adoption of increasing rationalization. The essential prerequisites for successful 
industrialization in both senses are continuity of production and ease of repetition. 
The former is basically a political problem, and the latter is largely a design problem 
that requires a limit to the number of basic components and the number of variants 
of each basic component. 

National implementation of the following measures is necessary to achieve the 
prerequisite conditions: 

Adoption of uniform national building regulations; 

(.encrai adoption of functional as opposed to material- or product-oriented 
technical standards and specifications; 

Application of a standard system of dimensional co-ordination for all building 
projects; 
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A  high  degree  of  national  uniformity  of the  shapes and  sizes of basic 
components; 

Long-term planning of the national housing programme as a basis for continuity 
of production. 

The success of system building is then strongly dependent upon the effectiveness 
of the organizational formula at the project level. The key requirement of the 
organizational formula is the appointment of a single project co-ordinator with full 
authority and preferably complete independence from the design leaders (it is 
impossible to be an effective arbiter of oneself). The project co-ordinator can be an 
employee of the client organization, the contracting firm or of an independent firm 
specializing in building co-ordination (a type of firm that was pioneered in 
Scandinavia). 

The Portland cement industry and its relationship 
to the building and construction industries 

C. Bang-Peterscn 

The Portland cement industry ranks high on the list of desirable industries in a 
developing country. However, the establishment of a cement industry is not without 
risks and problems; some of these problems are related to the interdependence 
between the cement industry and the building and construction industries. 

A study of the relations between these industries may therefore help to clarify 
and solve some of the problems of co-operation. The risks and uncertainties facing 
the new or young cement industry, in particular those highlighted in the planning of 
the production capacity, must be studied and evaluated with great care by the 
capital-intensive cement industry. Already at this stage, the building and construction 
industries have much help and experience to offer. Thus from the planning stages, 
the relationship between the two industries occupies a central position. 

The Portland cement industry has the following characteristics: 

Raw materials are available in most countries; 

Large investments and low capital turnover; 

Very pronounced economies of scale; 

A multiplying economic effect in a country; 

Cement ex works is a cheap product; 

The distribution costs are high compared to production costs; 

Cement is a raw material and not an end-product; 

The performance of the cement industry is closely tied to the performance of 
the cement-consuming industries. 
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The following features arc characteristic of the building and construction 
industries: 

Present in all countries; 

Major sector of the national economy; 

Labour intensive; 

Dependence on governmental policy; 

Dependence on standard of living; 

A very large potential consumer of cement. 

The basic relationship between the cement industry and the building and 
construction industries is that of supplier and customer. The following factors 
contribute to the relationship: 

Common product cement; 

Properties of the cement; 

Technology of concrete manufacture ; 

Competitive performance of concrete against other products; 

Common educational and promotional activities; 

Industrialization of house construction; 

Industrialization of the building and construction industries; 

Standardization of cement and concrete products; 

Vertical, financial co-operation ; 

Vertical integration. 

General policy guidelines to promote good relationships between the cement 
industry and the building sector are as follows: 

Reliable supply of cement; 

Fair price of cement; 

Suitable quality of cement; 

Advisory service available; 

Technical service laboratory available; 

Educational activities; 

Promotional activities; 

Documentation service; 

Research and development on cement and concrete; 
Technical assistance ; 

Financial aid; 

Integration. 



Annex 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PLANTS VISITED 

Nynwttv Stenindustri aggregate plant, Hedehusene 

The Nynwlle Stenindustri is one of the 10 largest gravel pits in the world For its 
total annual output of more than 2 million mT of aggreptes and 3,000 tons of 
limestone for the manufacture of burnt lime in shaft kilns, 200 technicians and 
workers are employed. 

The overburden is removed by using two 1.5 m3 excavators. Lorries and a 
conveyor belt carry the overburden to previously excavated areas of the pit The 
gravel is excavated and transported from the face to the plant by lorries dumpers 
and dumping wagons. '        ^ 

The gravel is then screened at different levels into the common commercial 
products. ( rushing is used at different levels to satisfy the requirements of the 
Danish market for small stones. At NynwMïe. there are 15 crushers (both jaw crushers 
and cone crushers) at different levels in the process. To remove the undesired clav 
from the aggregates, there is a sluice on the screen. 

The waste water is led to a sand tank, where the sand is sedimented and removed 
to be dewatered either at dewatering screens or in double screw washers. From the 
overflow of the sand tank, a certain amount of fines is concentrated in 
liydrocyclones. The water still containing a certain amount of fines is led to a basin 
tor purification and is thereafter recirculated in the plant. 

dewaï and hUmk aCÌdS are remOVed by Washing the sand- U is then stockpiled for 

To satisfy the frost-resistance requirements of the Danish standards for the 
content of porous limestone, the stones can be sorted by hand. The granite and 
limestone are removed at the saine time. 

Modulbeton, 0istykke 

Modulbeton is one of the two largest plants in Denmark that manufacture 
concrete elements. The Jespersen system is used primarily in the construction of 
blocks of flats. 

The production requires concrete quality with a cement content of 280ka'mJ 

The daily consumption of cement is 100 tons. 
Steam curing and hardening permit demoulding after only three hours with the 

U*Qkgliïrt•ot*oL*^L The COmpreMive 8trength aftcr three hours is 

23 
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A motion picture showed a Canadian plant baaed on the Jespersen system. The 
annual production from this factory is 2,500 flats with an average size of 100 m2. 
The total investment for this préfabrication plant was $2.8 million. 

Larsen and Nielsen, Giostrap 

The Larsen and Nielsen system of pre-cast concrete elements uses internal 
supporting walls with external cladding on the buildings. The system can be used for 
the erection of both multi-storey blocks and attached dwellings. After observing the 
production at the plant, the Brendby Strand project was visited, where Larsen and 
Nielsen are delivering 2,800 flats during a period of four years. The Brondby Strand 
project is based on modern ideas featuring, for example, particular areas only for 
pedestrians. 

A motion picture showed the low-cost housing project in Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia, that was built under a Larsen and Nielsen licence. The total capital 
investment of $8 million provided for the erection of the factory and the production 
of 3,000 dwellings. The flats have an average area of 60 m2 ; the calculated cost is 
$40/m . The construction period for the factory and the first 3,000 dwellings was 
27 months. 

The Kuala Lumpur project is a standardized system using only nine different 
building elements. The usual Larsen and Nielsen Nybo system uses 60 different 
elements, while the sophisticated Broidby Strand system has 300 different units. 

De Danske Betonfabrikker. Hedehusene 

De Danske Betonfabrikker in Hedehusene is the most modern ready-mixed 
concrete plant in the greater Copenhagen area. A general introduction to the 
distribution of ready-mixed concrete included a survey of the various types of 
transport vehicles. 

The plant has an annual capacity of 80,000 m3 of ready-mixed concrete. The 
capacity can easily rx trebled by the use of two additional concrete mixers. Vertical 
flow is used in tht p: auction. An analogue computer provides centralized control of 
the various concrete mixes. 

In Denmark, central mixing plants are operated. However, in other countries 
with longer transport distances, in-transit mixing is common. 

Aalborg Portland Cement Fabrik Retrdal, Aalborg 

The Rördal cement works is the largest cement works in Denmark. The annual 
capacity of 25 million tons is based on the large nearby deposits of chalk and clay. In 
addition to Portland cement, the production includes special cements ( primari I v 
white cement). 

The operation of the new part of the works, i.e. slurry production, kilns, clinker 
store and cement mills, is supervised and controlled from a central control room. The 
control room is equipped with a digital-analogue-process control system. 

Chalk and clay are processed in wash drums and wash mills, respectively, and 
ground together to a slurry. The principle of continuous homogenization is applied 
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for the kiln slurry. Because of the high moisture content of the raw materials/« situ 
(about 25 per cent) and because the raw materials lend themse'ves to wet processing 
at very low production costs, a wet process plant was chosen for the latest extension. 
The wet processing is so economical that it compares favourably with dry-process 
installations in spite of the higher fuel consumption of the wet-process kilns. 

Nine kilns are in operation at the Rardal works. For each of the new kilns it is 
possible to separate the dust precipitated in the electrostatic dust precipitators into a 
fraction rich in alkalis and a fraction suitable for return to the kiln. The fraction rich 
in alkalis is either washed with sea-water and pumped as slurry to an abandoned clay 
pit or sold as fertilizer. The other fraction is split into two streams; one is conveyed 
to the side intake for the kiln, the other is blown through a pipeline directly into the 
burning zone of the kiln. At one new kiln, the electrostatic dust precipitator has 
several additional outlets for dust rich in alkalis, which makes it possible to adjust the 
quantity of discarded dust and thereby keep the alkali circulation within acceptable 
limits. 

The amount of return dust to the side intake and burning zone, respectively, is 
kept at a constant level by means of a special feeder arrangement. Fluctuations in the 
amount of return dust from the electrostatic dust precipitator is levelled out in a 
surge bin. 

Each of the new kilns has a separate coal mill and coal meal hopper, from which 
coal is fed to the kiln by an enclosed feeder arrangement. The air used for drying in 
the coal mills is used as primary air in the respective kilns. In order to avoid 
disturbances of the kiln operation due to starting or stopping of the coal mills, they 
have been designed with variable speed motors for continuous operation. The 
production of coal meal is controlled automatically to keep the coal meal hopper full 
regardless of variations in the coal consumption of the kiln. Furthermore, the 
automatic control is designed to maintain a constant fineness of the coal meal. 

The MINIPEBS Grinding System in which fine grinding takes place in open 
circuit using a primary and a secondary mill simplifies the grinding plant. It is 
advantageous from the point of view of installation, operation and costs. 

Most of the cement is distributed and sold in bulk. Specially designed ships 
transport the cement to bulk cement depots around the country. From these depots, 
a fleet of company-owned bulk lorries deliver the cement to the customers. 

Dansk Eternit Fabrik, Aalborg 

The large asbestos-cement works is equipped with 11 lines for making sheets 
and one line for making pipes. Hatschek and Magnani machines are used for the 
production of asbestos-cement sheets. The merits of these machines may be 
compared as follows: 

The daily production capacity of the Magnani machine is 200 tons or slightly 
higher than the capacity of the three-vat Hatschek machine. 

The investment costs are higher for the large Hatschek machines than for the 
Magnani machines. The Hatschek machine is the more versatile since it can 
produce both flat and corrugated sheets as well as a wide range of other 
products. 
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The strength of asbestos-cement products from the Hatschek machine is slightly 
higher than that from the Magnani machine. However, this is outweighed by the 
better profile of the corrugated sheets from the Magnani machine that gives the 
sheets a good strength. 

Since the imported asbestos is an expensive raw material, special consideration is 
given to its processing, which is accomplished by two modern rod mills. The average 
daily consumption of asbestos is from 80 to 100 tons. 

The annual production capacity for asbestos-cement products is almost 
300,000 tons. The consumption of asbestos cement in Denmark is 50 kg /*v capita 
compared to 16 kg per capita in the Federal Republic of Germany and 12 kg per 
capita in Sweden. 

The production includes a variety of hand-moulded products. Hat and 
corrugated sheets, shingles and high-pressure pipes. The corrugated roofing sheets are 
the most important products; they constitute 70 per cent of the total output 
However, it is expected that the market share for roofing sheets will be slightly 
reduced, while new products are expected to gain in importance. A noteworthy 
characteristic of the production is the fairly high degree of standardization as 
compared to other countries. 

Pedershaab Maskinfabrik, tiiwidershr 

The Pedershaab Maskinfabrik produces the well-known VIHY pipe machines 
After the production Unes were seen, a demonstration was carried out in the concrete 
laboratory where new pipe machines are built and tested. A new model manufactures 
concrete pipes up to 60 cm inner diameter and 250 cm length. It is fully automatic 
one pipe is produced in three minutes. The only worker required is a truck driver to 
remove the pipes from the machines. Other pipe machinery is manufactured that 
makes pipes with up to 200 cm inner diameter. 

A less complicated machine manufactures pipes with a length of 12S cm and an 
inner diameter range from 10 cm to 40 cm. It is operated by one man and has a daily 
output of 250 to 300 pipes. y 

The concrete pipes can be assembled in various ways. The simplest joint is made 
with cement mortar; the best joint is made with synthetic rubber rings The latter 
joint has the following important advantages: flexibility, the possibility to .»pen it if 
desired, security from leakage, easy installation and easy control 

The cement used for production of concrete pipes is ordinary Portland cement 
during the summer and rapid-hardening cement in the winter. No" urine is nccessurv 
in Denmark except for indoor storage during the first 24 hours. Ir ountries with low 
humidity, special precautions may be necessary. 
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